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A Thriving third sector
Economic contribution to the City

The figures below are estimates for the whole third sector in Brighton and Hove based on the survey data.

The income of the third sector in Brighton and Hove is
approximately £55 million per year. Much of this is spent
in Brighton and Hove on local projects, which creates
further economic benefits.
According to the New Economics Foundation Local
Multiplier (LM3) model this third sector income will
create extra wealth as the money is spent and respent in the city e.g. through wages spent in shops
and restaurants. Estimating the extra wealth created
requires us to calculate what figure should be used to
multiply the income by - we need to understand how
many times the money will be re-spent within the city.
Previous studies of the economic impacts of major
construction projects in Brighton and Hove have used
a multiplier of 1.5. We believe that higher multipliers
should also be used alongside the 1.5 multiplier because
the third sector has a strongly local ownership structure
and spends a high proportion of its income on local
projects. Thus the third sector will circulate more of
its income locally compared to other sectors which
source a higher proportion of material and labour from
elsewhere. Because we do not know how much exactly
is re-spent we have applied low (1.5), medium (1.75)
and high (2.0) multipliers to the income of £55 million
to calculate the total economic contribution of the third
sector to Brighton and Hove.
The medium multiplier indicates an overall economic
contribution of £96.25 million.

Economic contribution
to the City

£55
MILLION
£96.25
MILLION

The multiplier effect is significant for commissioning bodies when they consider which organisations
they will award grants to. Should a national and a local organisation bid for the same contract, the
local organisation is more likely to generate a greater contribution to the city based on the LM3
model as a larger proportion of the money will be fed into the city, giving a higher multiplier effect.

A Week in the Life of a Busy Volunteer

Monday

  

Typed up the minutes of Thursdays Tenants and Residents Association meeting, printed them out, and took them to the
corner shop to get them photocopied. Then took then home to staple, fold, stuff in envelopes to post to the other eleven
committee members. Thought they should be sent out quickly because there are lots of actions for the committee who
are trying to get a new community centre off the ground.
Popped up the community room to help cook for the Older People’s Lunch Club – steak and kidney pudding, three
vegetables and roast potatoes, with rhubarb crumble for thirty – it was a real squeeze. Called the bingo afterwards
– always popular!
In the evening I popped round to check on neighbours. They’ve been ill for a couple of months and showing little sign of
recovery. They’re largely being cared for by their 13 year old son, so it gives him a bit of respite. I’ve put them in contact
with a project for young carers in town.



Definition of third sector is adapted from Third Sector - Communities and Local Government http://www.communities.gov.
uk/index.asp Accessed August 2008.
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Where does the money come from?
Donations

5%

including corporate donations,
gifts in kind,
donations from individuals and legacies

19%

Earned income

43%

including business sponsorship,
consultancy, trading income,
membership fees,
returns on investments and fundraising

Grants

33%

including grants of charitable trusts

Contracts

including service contracts

Grants and Contracts

Whilst grants remain the dominant income source,
contracts now form a significant part of third sector
organisations’ income.

Grants

Not just local - 43% of income comes from grants,
62% of which comes from outside the city.

Service contracts

Not just local - 33% of income comes from service contracts,
46% of which comes from outside the city.

8,000
EMPLOYED

Contribution to employment

Approximately 8,000 people work in the third sector
organisations in Brighton and Hove which is 7% of the total employee positions in
the city.
About 50% of these employees live in Brighton and Hove.

Case study one: Brighton Women’s Centre (BWC)
BWC offers many services to women including providing counselling to women more speedily
than NHS provision and at a significantly lower cost than NHS or private counselling services. GP
practices in the area as well as social workers recommend the BWC counselling to patients to
avoid the long NHS waiting lists, the waiting time for counselling at BWC is approx half the time
of NHS waiting lists. This case illustrates how the third sector has additional economic benefits to
the city which have not included in the calculations given.
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The Social Value of the third sector
Does the Third Sector add Value?

www.third-avenue.co.uk

The concept of added value essentially is one which asks the
question ‘is there more value as a result of the action’? How do
we measure this in the context of the third sector? We could
consider what would happen if the third sector did not exist.
The third sector provides many activities where the statutory
sector provides a limited amount of support, for example
in: social care; environmental management and recovery
from illness. In many areas, for example, support for carers,
the third sector is providing the majority of the services. We
could argue that those who have their needs met by those
operating under the third sector umbrella would otherwise go
without help and support. However this leads us to complex
methodological questions on how we determine what would
happen in the absence of something, more successfully we
can demonstrate where value is added for both Outcome
Value and Activity Value.

Outcome value

The focus of measuring Outcome value is on whether a service improves people’s welfare and/or quality of
life. The large numbers of third sector organisations operating in Brighton and Hove make this complex to
determine as a whole. Case studies, however, provide examples of practice and by showing their outcomes and
the improvements they make to individuals, we can demonstrate that outcome value is very much evident in
Brighton and Hove.

Case study two: St Richard’s Church and Community Centre
St Richard’s Church and Community Centre was founded around 20 years ago and is
located on the Knoll Estate in Hove. The activities offered range from playgroups for
toddlers and carers, and community drop-in for parents, to social groups and lunch
clubs for older people, as well as office space for established and new third sector
organisations. Organisations such as Rethink and Hangleton and Knoll project are based
at the site and benefit from affordable rent and the infrastructure set up by the building.
New groups that have not yet managed to secure their funding receive free use of the
building for a limited time period.
St Richard’s is an example of a community building that strengthens and empowers the
local residents through services provided and through offering a safe space, open to all
in the community, to meet, receive support, have fun, get involved and come together.
It is a very welcoming and vibrant building, hosting a wide range of activities, and tries
to accommodate everyone’s needs. Pat Weller, manager of the building, stated ‘that the
building exists in its current format because the community wanted it….. the building
forms an essential part of people’s life’. The building does not belong to the council
but to the community and all activities and services in and around the building are
community oriented. All changes and developments are made in consultation with the
community.
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Case study three: Carers Centre
The Carers Centre has been running in Brighton and Hove for 20 years and is a local
charity which exists to support anyone caring for a partner, relative or friend who
needs help because of an illness or disability. The centre has established itself as both
an organisation which supports carers on a specific one-to-one level and also as an
organisation with a strategic place in supporting carers across the city. The centre
is widely respected – the need for the service is recognised by the local Primary
Care Trust who provided 56% of the organisation’s income in 2007. The case below
describes one users experience of the Carers Centre.
Ellie is eleven years old and cares for her mother who suffers from Multiple Sclerosis.
Ellie was referred to the project because she was getting very upset about her mum
during lessons and wasn’t able to concentrate. Ellie’s mum was very unwell at the
time and had been housebound for several weeks. They live in a top floor flat and
she could not manage the stairs. As the sole carer for her mum, Ellie has a significant
role: making meals; shopping; and carrying out domestic chores as well as providing
personal care.
Ellie was struggling at school. Her motivation was low, she was often late and tired.
A meeting was set up with the school counsellor. The Centre liaised with social
services in order to get Ellie’s mum the care package she needed and referred Ellie
for a Carer’s Assessment. Clearly the family’s housing was inappropriate. The support
worker wrote to the housing authority explaining the situation and the impact on
the family.
As a result of the case work:
• The family has been given a band A priority meaning that they will be able to
bid to be re-housed in a ground floor flat.
• The school now has a good awareness of Ellie’s caring role and supports her in
this. Ellie is now seeing the school counsellor for weekly sessions.
• The family are now linked with support from the Physical Disability Team.
• Ellie has felt more informed and reassured abut her mum’s illness after
speaking to the worker from the MS society.
• Ellie attended a residential trip and met other young carers and enjoyed a
break from her caring role.

A Week in the Life of a Busy Volunteer
Tuesday

Started writing a funding application to the Big Lottery Fund for the new community centre – it’s a bit overwhelming, but
I have been on a fundraising course. Also our local Community Development Worker said that they would help, once I’ve
drafted something. Was hoping to spend longer on this, but remembered I have arranged to meet my advocacy partner later
in town, and then I think we’re planning to go the cinema. My partner has a learning difficulty, lives in a group home and
doesn’t have many opportunities to go out in the evening.
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The Social Value of the third sector
Activity Value

www.third-avenue.co.uk

Activity value refers to the value of the process
of doing something rather than what the activity
produces. For example, a consultation process
may or may not have the desired end result but
participation in the consultation, expressing your
opinion and feeling you have been heard are all
of value. The third sector is often recognised for
its ability to champion the needs of the most
vulnerable in society. The process of consultation
and acting on their behalf, or empowering
vulnerable people to act for themselves is
a crucial process. The case studies below
demonstrate both outcome value and activity
value whilst also providing evidence of the role of
third sector organisations in influencing policy at
both the local and national level.

Case study four:
Magpie Recycling Cooperative Ltd
Magpie Recycling is a social enterprise which began life in 1990 at Hanover Community
Centre. In May 1996 the company began its Green Box kerbside collection scheme, collecting
a wide range of recyclable materials from domestic households.
Starting out with a modest 17 subscribers, the company now has around 5,000 customers.
Magpie has various operations including, Recycling; Consultation Services; Manufacturing
Workshop; Commercial Services and a Furniture Project.
With a firm stance on waste reduction, reuse and recycling, Magpie is a key player in tackling
environmental issues in Brighton and Hove through innovation, pushing the boundaries
of what people in the city expect, having a strategic place in moving the Council in new
directions through raising the expectations of the city’s residents.
An example of the way in which Magpie engages with local residents includes the ‘Slick
Schools’ scheme an organised cooking oil collection scheme with schools. The scheme
focuses on the fulfilment of the ‘Community’ aspect of the Eco-Schools ethos of introducing
sustainability into curriculum, campus and community, as per the government’s Sustainable
Schools agenda, by encouraging pupils and parents not only to recycle their own waste
but also of those who reside close by and local businesses, encouraging communities to
work together. The cooking oil collected is converted into bio-diesel and used to power the
collection vehicles and sold on to local residents, reducing pollution in the city.

A Week in the Life of a Busy Volunteer
Wednesday

Was going to continue working on the funding application, but identified with my advocacy partner last night, that they are
really unhappy with where they live. So I’ve been finding out what their rights are and how we might begin the process of
moving. I’ve found out that the process is likely to take months and involves case conferences and reviews with key workers.
Did some more work on the funding application. I don’t feel like I’m getting anywhere, and some of the questions they’re
asking are really complicated for a group run entirely by volunteers. A new food and fitness group has organised a keep fit
taster session for the community, so I thought I should go and support them (and I could do with the exercise).
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Case study five: Allsorts
Allsorts provides information and support to young people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender or unsure (LGBTU) of their sexual orientation and gender identity and is the only
organisation which supports and prioritises young LGBTU people in the city. A team of youth
support workers, youth support volunteers and peer supporters provide direct cluster support
to LGBTU young people; to empower LGBTU; to provide support in accessing education, training
and employment. In addition, central to the project’s work is lobbying on behalf of young LGBTU
people; raising and awareness of issues of homophobia, heterosexism and biphobia transphobia
issues.
Allsorts recognise the serious issues faced by LGBTU young people in the city: homophobia;
bullying; relationship issues; mental health issues; self harming; feeling suicidal; substance
misuse; eating disorders; unemployment; homelessness; low self esteem; anxiety; fear; isolation
and depression.
Allsorts works hard on improving the quality of life for young LGBTU and impacts on the young
people’s sense of identity, confidence through these services not only through the direct contact
with individuals but also through the campaigns and lobbying they undertake. For example,
Allsorts is proactive in responding to governmental strategies when it spots where LGBTU YP
rights or issues are overseen in Government Policies and Strategies, and writes to MPs offering
its services as advisors.
The following quotes from service user demonstrate the impact the organisation has had on
their lives.
male:
“I’ve been in Brighton for four months now and feel much more enthusiastic about the future thanks
to the Allsorts Youth Project, and the many friends that I have made from the group. I now understand
that these feelings I have are not unique and that I myself can share in the joy of being young, gay and
single.”
Female, 18:
“I feel more relaxed with my sexuality, before I felt frustration, feeling trapped. I’m happier after
coming here…I don’t feel alone. I felt turbulent before. It’s nice to have a social life with people that
know about that part of me. I feel more comfortable; I don’t have to pretend that I’m something I’m
not. I felt closed up before. I’m less worried about impressing people here.”

Case study six: Cultures Club
Cultures Club brings children of different minority cultures together to share their cultural
traditions and celebrate diversity by learning about and performing each others’ songs, dance
and theatre. Cultures Club is open to children from all backgrounds provides a space for young
people to devise art work and plays. Children and young people write and produce their own
acts.

Social value of the sector has been clearly demonstrated in the case studies above, the variety of services offered
by these organisations and the difference they are making to the lives of individuals and the city’s population more
generally. The sections in this report on the power of volunteering and the economic impact of the sector further
demonstrate the value to the city. These case studies represent only a very small proportion of the work carried out
and seek only to demonstrate the type of social value added to Brighton and Hove.
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What organisations look like
Organisations and groups vary dramatically in size from
multi-million pound professionally-run organisations to
small informal groups with no paid employees.
Types of organisation

69%

69% of organisations in the city described themselves as community
and/or voluntary sector organisations. With rest being: Networks,
Partnership organisations, Social enterprises, Cooperatives or
residents and tenants associations.

Status

67%

67% of organisations described themselves as a charity and of
these 71% were registered with the charity commission (or awaiting
registration). The non-charitable organisations most frequently
defined themselves as unincorporated associations (38%).

Community
and/or Voluntary
organisations

Charities

Activities and users
Main activities

Main provision

Number of users

The majority of
organisations stated that their
main activity results in
empowering people to improve
the quality of their life (34%)
and bringing people
together (20%).

Organisations reported their
main provision to be providing
support (20%). With the users
most supported being children
and young people (16%)
followed by those needing
health care (13%).

The median number of users
per organisation is 500.
(The median is the number
separating the higher half of
the data from the lower half;
it is the number in the
middle).

50% of organisations stated that their number of users had increased in the last financial year.

LOCAL AREA
16%
UK
7%

WEST SUSSEX
2%

Geographical areas supported by third sector
organisations
When asked where they delivered services the greatest
number of respondents reported predominantly
working in Brighton and Hove.

EAST
SUSSEX
9%
SOUTH EAST
ENGLAND
16%
INTERNATIONAL
5%
ENGLAND
1%

Measuring impact

59% of organisations reported that they measure the
impact of their services annually.



59%
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CITYWIDE
BRIGHTON & HOVE
44%

MEASURE
IMPACT

Volunteers and paid staff
Who works in the sector

68% of those working in the sector are women; 32% are men,
in contrast to the Brighton and Hove population of 49% men
and 51% women. These figures may reflect the predominance
of part time work in the third sector and the fact that threequarters of part-time workers in Brighton and Hove are female.

68% WOMEN

32%MEN

PAID EMPLOYEES 5

Paid employees

The median number of paid employees is 5, with 25% of
organisations having 2 or less paid employees and 5% having
1 or less. There are also some larger organisations, with 25%
of all respondents having 13 or more paid employees and 5%
reporting having 61 or more.

MEDIAN NUMBER

PAID EMPLOYEES 5

Age of paid staff

Respondents reported that of the paid employees 84% are
aged between 25 and 59; 11% under 25 and 4% 60 years or
over.

Age of paid staff

84%

11%

Under 25

Aged
between
25 and 59

4%

60 or over

Minority group employees in the sector

Black and Minority Ethnic groups form 5% of paid employees;
Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender people 9% and
people with disabilities 5%.

Number of volunteers

The median number of volunteers per organisation is 12 with
25% of organisations having 5 or less volunteers and 25%
having 29 or more. The smallest and largest organisations
demonstrate the significant diversity in the third sector
in Brighton and Hove. 5% of organisations have 1 or no
volunteers and the largest 5% of organisations have 150 or
more volunteers.

MEDIAN NUMBER

VOLUNTEERS 12

Staff qualifications

44% of paid employees and 35% of those on management
committees have a Level 4 qualification or higher (level 4
includes some form of qualification at degree level or above).

£ 26,640

£27,384

Average salaries

Data revealed an average full-time equivalent salary of
£26,640. This is lower than the Brighton and Hove average
full-time employee salary of £27,384 in 2007.

THIRD SECTOR
BRIGHTON AND HOVE

BRIGHTON AND HOVE

Average
full time salaries
in 2007
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The Power of Volunteering
A City of Volunteers

The figures below are estimates for the whole third sector in Brighton and Hove based on the survey data.

19,200
VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
POSITIONS

57,600
hours
hours per
per week
week donated
donated

£520,000
WEEKLY WAGE BILL

WEEKLY WAGE BILL

Numbers of volunteers

There are 19,200 volunteer positions in third sector organisations in Brighton
and Hove. There are 11,200 positions on management committees and
boards of third sector organisations and many of these will be filled by these
volunteers.

The number of volunteer hours

Volunteers donate 57,600 hours per week to third sector organisations in
Brighton and Hove.

The economic contribution of volunteer time

If volunteers were paid for their work at the same rate as workers in the third
sector then their weekly salary bill would be estimated to be £520,000. Thus
in money terms the time that volunteers donate to the City’s third sector
organisations each year is worth approximately £24 million.

All ages volunteer

The vast majority of volunteers (69%) and management committee members

Donated to third
(73%) are between 25 to 59 years old. This is similar to the age profile of the
sector organisations
in Brighton and Hove population of Brighton and Hove.

Sex of volunteers

66% of volunteers are women compared with 34% men.

Minority groups and volunteering

34%
MEN

66%

WOMEN
Sex of volunteers

Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender people account for 3% of volunteers,
people from Black and Minority Ethnic groups 3% and people with disabilities
4%.

Minority groups and governance

Amongst management committee members 6% are Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender; 7% are from Black and Minority Ethnic groups and
10% people with disabilities. This is an indication of good representative
governance in the third sector.

The data collected from organisations completing the audit suggests that the median number of volunteers in
third sector groups is 12 and the median number of hours they volunteer each week is 3. These figures are used
along with the earlier estimates of the number of third sector organisations in the city and audit data on the wage
levels of workers in the third sector to calculate the number of volunteers in the city as a whole and the other
estimates shown as key findings above.. Volunteering has an essential role to play in Brighton and Hove, not least
because the majority of organisations would be unable to provide their current level of service without volunteers.

A Week in the Life of a Busy Volunteer

Thursday

Feeling a bit stiff from the keep fit – the room was way too small, we really need to get the new community centre up and
running. This afternoon I went and did a bit of gardening for a neighbour – it’s part of a local volunteering scheme. It helps
them out because they can’t keep their garden tidy any more, we keep each other company, and I don’t have a garden, so it’s
a win-win situation. We’ve become good friends. Tonight it’s the Neighbourhood Forum – where local residents, community
organisations and service providers come together in an effort to improve the area. Although difficult to start with, it has
become quite positive. We have extra light in the park, new speed humps, and better co-ordinated health services in the area,
as well as a small grants scheme for local groups. We are trying to get full support for the new community centre tonight, so
there should be a good turn out from local residents. I hope the community room is big enough.

10
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It is ‘an activity that involves spending time unpaid, doing
something that aims to benefit the environment or
individuals, or groups other than or in addition to close
relatives’. Volunteering England identifies five key aspects
of volunteering which need to be considered in order to
appreciate the full value of volunteering: Economic Capital;
Physical Capital; Human Capital; Social Capital and Cultural
capital. Each will be considered in the Brighton and Hove
context.

The Economic Capital of volunteering in
Brighton and Hove

www.third-avenue.co.uk

What is volunteering?

For many volunteering is a route into paid employment and the first step to becoming an economically
active member of society. Volunteering is used by some in a rehabilitative manner taking people into paid
employment. The case study below exemplifies this.

Case Study seven:
Brighton Unemployed Centre Families’ Project (BUCFP)
Brighton Unemployed Centre Families Project has been embedded in the local community for
over 20 years. BUCFP works closely with other organisations in the area such as local schools
and the children’s centre, other local community and voluntary sector organisations in the
city as a much valued and utilised resource for referring those who are in crisis; are socially
isolated; want to access affordable learning, or to access the centre’s services and support.
BUCFP has a number of core paid staff but its work is supported by many volunteers.
Volunteering is of great importance and significance to the centre, not only as service delivery
at its current level relies on volunteering but also as volunteering is utilised as a method
of supporting people to access the experience and training necessary to support them in
building their confidence, and enable them to seek paid employment. Volunteers and users
at the centre are often the same people. Volunteer inductions are held monthly and a yearly
volunteer’s celebration day is held.
BUCFP offers innovative and dynamic learning and volunteering opportunities for some
of the most disadvantaged people in the community. There is a variety of innovative and
interesting learning opportunities on offer and volunteers are encouraged to develop at their
own pace and self-directed learning is encouraged. Volunteers are offered practical training in
a variety of areas for example child development, computing skills and food, giving them the
opportunity to learn new and transferable skills.
In 2006/7 there were 186 volunteers at the centre, 115 of these were new to the centre that
year. The work they undertook was varied, for example eight volunteers supported 81 families,
a further 13 volunteers provide advice to 1,677 people and 33 volunteers provided 12,126
low-cost meals.



The Compact Code of Good Practice on Volunteering. http://www.thecompact.org.uk/module_images/Final%20Compact%20
Volunteering%20Code%2005.pdf. Accessed August 2008

Ockenden, N. (ed) (2007) Volunteering works Volunteering and Social Policy
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The Power of Volunteering
The Physical Capital of volunteering
in Brighton and Hove
Physical capital considers the services provided by organisations such as training courses. The following case
study demonstrates one aspect of the physical capital of volunteering - education and training.

Case Study eight: Whitehawk Inn
Opening in 1999, Whitehawk Inn aims to help anyone with a barrier to learning within
Brighton and Hove with a particular emphasis on the community of Whitehawk providing
vital links between adult education and training and finding employment. The Inn has been
successful in bringing mainstream services into a community setting.
The Inn provides learning opportunities for learners of all ages and backgrounds, particularly
those who have faced difficulties with returning to and/or accessing learning with a long
term view of supporting those people into employment. Housed in an old public house the
Inn is welcoming and modern with a café and internet access open to all.
The Inn offers training and vocational courses, those on low income receive the courses
at a low cost whilst others on the courses pay the full fee. Examples of courses running
include: maths; English; office administration and book keeping in addition to courses
such as yoga and salsacise.
The Inn offers people the opportunity to build skills from any level. Users can obtain basic
English and Maths if they need to but can also follow vocational courses which allow
people to obtain paid work. For example following a nail technician course several local
residents began to provide a nail service.
Last year the Inn worked with 900 residents. Of these, approximately 700 will receive
information and advice and more than 520 enrolled on at least one course. In the last three
years, over 200 local residents taking a course and/or advice from the centre have gone into
paid employment.
The Inn does not focus solely on paths to employment, those working at the Inn recognise
that learning is an important aspect of life as these quotes from a worker and students
suggest:
“a lot of the mainstream funding is about getting people back into employment but what if
you fall outside that such as if you’re 80 years old when learning and education can still play
a hugely beneficial part in your life.”
“if you try and force people into work then they aren’t going to do it…it’s through nurturing
and encouragement that they make their journey’
“ look back & think about what I was doing, making a complete & utter mess of myself & my
life. Now look at me! Who would have thought 5 years ago that I’d be working &, you know,
quite happy with my life & things.”

A Week in the Life of a Busy Volunteer

Friday

Opened up the community room for the parent toddler group this morning. The meeting went really well last night and I
feel more enthused about finishing a draft. Went to a voluntary sector meeting late this afternoon about finding out the
citywide priorities for all communities in Brighton and Hove. Somebody suggested that I should be a representative on the
Local Strategic Partnership. I said I’d think about it. We went to the pub after the meeting; it’s always good to catch up with
people.

12
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The Human, Social and
Cultural Capital of
volunteering in
Brighton and Hove

66%

66% of
respondents
reported that their
workforce had
received
training in at least
one area in the last
financial year.

Volunteering also acts to up-skill and raise the
human capital of the workforce in Brighton and
Hove not only through experience but also
RECEIVED
through the investment in training.
TRAINING
Third sector organisations and service users
benefit from the up-skilling of the workforce as
do other members of the city as these skills are
transferable as staff move to other employers.
Volunteering England recognised that there
is a growing body of evidence to suggest that
volunteering itself leads to stronger communities
and helps to build social capital – social capital is defined as the ‘glue which holds people together’. John Field
states that simply ‘relationships matter’ and that interaction enables people achieve things that alone they
could not. The case study below illustrates this point.

Case Study nine: Neighbourhood Care Scheme (NCS)
The NCS is a project of Brighton and Hove Impetus the registered charity Brighton & Hove
Community Initiatives. It is a good neighbourhood scheme that supports older people, people
with physical disabilities and carers by recruiting local volunteers to support them in a variety
of ways. In the past 4 years NCS has been recruiting a new volunteer every 8 days. Sean who
works at NCS notes they do far more than just provide a service for indivduals: “some people
see us as providers of a service but I don’t think that’s what it’s about...it’s about being part of
a community and getting that community to help each other...You need to be looking at new
ways of how to provide connectedness [among people]...”
NCS provides support for those groups who often do not qualify for care and support,
the mechansim which they employ to do this promotes neighbourlyness and creates an
environment where residents support each other. Using this strategy it is reasonable to state
that many volunteers may continue to support their neighbours even if they are no longer
volunteers to the scheme.
Those who benefit from the services are: Adults with a physical or sensory disability aged under
60; People aged 60 or over, who live at home and may be at risk of social isolation and Carers as
well as those who volunteer their time to provide: Social visiting/befriending; Accompanying
out (to the shops, to the doctors, for pleasure); Reading aloud; Form filling; Arts and crafts;
Dog walking; Simple DIY; Painting and decorating; Shopping; Assistance with wheelchairs;
Gardening; Playing games; One-off tasks; Falls prevention advice.
Since April 2004, NCS has enabled over 250 volunteers to help more than 350 individuals,
making over 12,000 visits and providing more than 23,000 hours of direct volunteer support.
From a social aspect the critical thing is that hundreds of people in Brighton and Hove would
be denied the opportunity to engage with their neighbours in positive ways that make
everyone’s lives better [if NCS weren’t there].



Ockenden, N. (ed) (2007) Volunteering works Volunteering and Social Policy
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Recommendations for action
Recommendations are made to local infrastructure
organisations providing support to the third sector
in the city and to policy / strategy makers and
commissioners, and will be taken forward by the
Dialogue 50:50 Group and ChangeUp Consortium.
Recommendation 1: Be a proactive sector

Moving forwards the sector needs to be proactive in engaging with local partners, to ensure
an emerging future that permits them to operate in ways which not only are useful and have
meaning to them but also allows them to adapt to meet new challenges and ensure their future
financial stability.

Recommendation 2: Promote the sector

In addition to promoting the sector to statutory partners the sector would benefit from promoting
itself more widely. Research by Dowson et al (2000) Valuing the Voluntary and Community
Sector in North Yorkshire and York has indicated that the sector is perceived quite differently by
different members of society. Brighton and Hove third sector would benefit from celebrating
and emphasising the strengths of the sector i.e. the well qualified employees, the range of
volunteers, the representative nature of management boards of the sector and the substantial
social and economic value of the sector to dispel any notions that the sector is unprofessional or
relies on statutory funding. Such a move may increase the profile of the sector and partnership
opportunities.

Recommendation 3: Provide robust impact measures

Many organisations evaluate themselves but a significant proportion do not. There needs
to be investment in research and the development of easy to use impact measures to ensure
organisations are able to communicate their value in meaningful ways using widely accepted
and recognised methods. Without this organisations may find themselves struggling to promote
and justify their work to external funding bodies.

Recommendation 4: Ensure equal playing field

The national call for ‘intelligent commissioning’ should be mirrored locally to ensure third sector
organisations are treated as equal partners in commissioning processes.

Recommendation 5: Speak out for the sector

The future in terms of income streams holds a period of uncertainty in which the sector must
speak out to secure a future it desires. Commissioners and third sector organisations need to
know that they are free to speak out and that speaking out is a key part of the sector’s role around
informing policy development and service provision.

Recommendation 6: Avoid splits in the sector

The recognition that the sector includes a diverse range of organisations working at varying levels
needs to be stated to ensure the future cohesion of the sector and to prevent the third sector
being based on organisations which will never want to, or be able to be involved in public service
delivery emergence whilst a fourth sector emerges containing organisations mainly acting as
contractors to the public sector.
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Recommendation 7: Identify barriers to service delivery

More work needs to be done to determine what the barriers are that prevent some organisations
from becoming involved in public service delivery. However, these organisations should not be
undermined, should they wish not to engage.

Recommendation 8: Resist over-regulation

The sector needs to be active in ensuring the innovative ways in which the sector works are not
lost through new commissioning procedures; that there is no ‘strangulation by regulation’.

Recommendation 9: Support changes in status

Parts of the sector need to diversify their sources of income to ensure that they are in a position
to tend for service contracts to avoid an unstable financial future. This includes unincorporated
associations being given support to alter their status allowing them to tender for future contracts
as their current status would mean individuals are potentially personally liable.

Recommendation 10: Provide training in procurement

Organisations need support in adapting to the changing situation facing the third sector and
in preparing bids for public service contracts and collaborating on tenders. Training on the
procurement process and writing tenders should support this.

Recommendation 11: Work towards full cost recovery

Organisations need to begin to adopt a full cost recovery approach and commissioners/funders
should work towards recognising full cost recovery principles.

Recommendation 12: Efficient monitoring

To improve the monitoring of the sector in the city it is recommended that the income and
income sources of the largest organisations in the city are monitored regularly (e.g. annually).
Large organisations generate a significant proportion of the sectors’ total income in the City. Any
variations in their income should be considered as to whether they are indicative of changes
across the sector as a whole. It is proposed that future audits consider the role and influence of
large organisations more fully.
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The report has been produced by a core working group which utilised the expertise of partners
across the city consisting in part of a sub group of the Dialogue 50:50 Group, and included:
Third Sector Partners:
Paul Bramwell: Working Together Project (WTP);
Sally Hiscock: Community Supervision , Brighton and Hove Community and Voluntary Sector
Forum (CVSF) and Peter Mason: SCIP.
University Partners:
Jennifer Colwell: Research Officer, Education Research Centre, University of Brighton (Project
worker);
Professor Andrew Church: School of Environment and Technology, University of Brighton
(Academic Supervision);
David Wolff: Dialogue 50/50 & Community University Partnership Programme (CUPP).
Statutory Partners:
Rob Dawson: Brighton and Hove City Council Economic Development Unit;
David Golding: Brighton and Hove City Council Research and Consultation Unit.
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